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PREFACE 

Energy planning plays a key role in the economic development of any developing country. 

Bangladesh Government has also been making plans every five-year for its future 

development since its independence. The authority emphasised the need to minimize the 

gap between the production and consumption of gas and electricity. The plans are required 

to provide some estimated figures of the consumption of energy for the next five-years for 

convenience of production strategy. In all earlier plans no method as such for 

estimation/prediction planning has been seemingly utilised. The 'thumb rule' procedure 

always led to a significant gap between prediction and the actual consumption. This 

weakness in the planning scenario of our country must be removed. With this aim I have 

undertaken works on efficient forecasting of the energy consumption in Bangladesh. My 

ceaseless endeavors over the last few years, that have culminated into the present 

dissertation, would be worthwhile if the concerned authorities make practical use of the 

results during future planning. 

This study is supported by the Government of India through ICCR Scholarship Scheme for 

. which I am grateful to the ICCR authority. I am also grateful to the Government of 

Bangladesh and Chittagong University for granting me leave for my study in India. My 

gratitude goes to the North Bengal University for permitting me to use different libraries in 

India for my research work. Most of my library works have been done in lSI, Calcutta, and 

sometimes in JIM, Calcutta. I am grateful to lSI and JIM authorities for providing me with their 

library facilities. Some published articles and books provided guidelines to: the methodology 

adopted. These have been acknowledged in the texts at appropriate places. 1 am grateful to 

the authors and publishers of those articles/books. I am also grateful to the BOGMC authority 

for providing me data on gas consumption and to the BPDB authority for providing data on 

electricity consumption. I am also indebted to Prof. M.K. Roy and Prof. M. Shamsuddin, 

Department of Statistics, Chittagong University, for their inspiration throughout my research. 

My debts are enormous to my academic supervisor, Prof. S.P.Pal, Department of 

Mathematics, NBU, West Bengal, Darjeeling, India, who sacrificed his valuable time and 

energy in guiding the whole work. He has kept vigilance on all stages of my efforts with great 

patience and inspired me to proceed further. No measure of tributes can really sum up the 

endless debt I owe him. On a personal level, Mrs. Pal (and Prof. Pal) showered on me 

unstinted parental affections which have always been a source of strength for me. 1 am 

extremely grateful to Mrs. Pal. 
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1 express my heartiest gratitude to Prof. lndranil Mukherjee, Burdwan University, West 

Bengal, India, for his help in my research, specially, in computer programming and training in 

the ANN models. His suggestions from time to time were valuable. Prof. Mukherjee is one 

of the authors of my papers published in different journals as a part of my thesis. I used to 

disturb his family for my work in their house. 

It is a matter of immense pleasure to acknowledge the hospitality and moral support 

received by me from Dr K.K.Nandi of the Department of Mathematics and his family 

consisti['!g of Mrs. Nandi and son Archishman. Dr. Nandi inspired me in numerous ways that 

defy any listing, and I am proud of having had the company of a very sincere, serious and 

perhaps the most devoted academician I have ever met. It was always a pleasure spending 

long weekend hours with his family at home and elsewhere. I am truely thankful to all of 

them, specially to br. Nandi, for sacrificing a good part of his busiest time for me. I am 

thankful to the honorable professors in the Department of Mathematics, NBU, for their co

operation and for providing me numerous facilities. Among others deserving special mention 

are Dr. P.K.Chawdhuri and Dr. B. Bhattacharya, who helped me in operating computers. 

Non-teaching staffs of the Department, Mr. M Modak and N. Dutta, also helped me in some 

official works. 

Through this study I got the opportunity to come across some brilliant young people who are 

devoted researchers in their own fields. They cooperated with me in different ways, and their 

company was great in recreational or extra-academic ventures. Among them Satyapriya 

Mukhupadhya, Dr. Prakash Muhuri, Pranabendra Talukder, Anjan Roy _Chowdhury and 

Ranjan Sharma deserve special mention. Pranab and Anjan belonging to the same 

Department, to some extent, helped me also in my research works. Cooperation of two 

scholars A.K.M. Maniruzzaman and A.H. Sheikh from Bangladesh must be acknowledged. 1 

convey my heartiest best wishes to all of them. 

My deepest gratitude is due to my brother-in-law Sri Satyabrata Talukder and sister in-law 

Srimati Gita Talukder staying in India, for their warm hospitality while I had to stay in Calcutta 

for my research work. Their only son Priyanka Talukder provided a very entertaining 

company. Thanks are also due to my friend Haripada Majumder and Srimati Majumder 

whose ability to endure nuisances are legendary. My friend Rabindranath Das, Assistant 

teacher, BD Govt. High School, also deserves my thanks for his co-operation. 

Expressing only thanks and gratefulness to my beloved wife Krishna and only daughter 

Trisha, will not be enough to compensate their sacrifice for my research work in India. They 
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resided alone in Bangladesh during my whole study period and consequently, were deprived 

from my love and affection. Krishna had to face all the troubles and hazards created there 

due to my absence. I am grateful to my in-law family for taking care of my wife and daughter 

during these days. Sincere thanks go to my friends J.S.Acharjee, a Senior Officer in POC ltd, 

R.K.Ghosh, a businessman and B.K.Dey, ·an Associate· Professor in the Department of 

Chemistry, Chittagong University, for the cordial cooperation they extended to my family 

during my stay in India. My thanks are due to Azizul Hoque, Assistant Professor, Chittagong 

University College, for .his sincere academic co-operation in my research. 

This work is humbly dedicated to my eldest brother Sri Bimal Chandra Paul, a school teacher 

in Chittagong, who raised us after the early demise of our father in 1971. - .__
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